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Teaching Machine Quilting with Projects

Pat Barry  YOUR LONGARM QUILTING EXPERT

Practice Makes Perfect – we have all 
heard that expression. Even people who don’t 
feel the need to be ‘perfect’ realize that new 
skills require practice.  There are so many new 
patterns, techniques, fabrics, notions, and 
books available that most of us will never 
complete our ‘Someday I would like to do …..’
list. So, why not combine machine quilting 
practice with a craft project?  

As a teacher, I can make suggestions that 
(hopefully) shorten the machine quilting 
learning curve. One of these suggestions is to 
always use really good fabric and thread when 
practicing any machine quilting techniques. It 
seems to me that students learn faster, try 
harder and stitch more accurately when using 
high quality products. 

Plus, I ask my students to make a project out 
of their finished practice piece. I suggest a 
project and bring along some finished samples 
so they can see the end results. Independent 
shop owners already use high quality fabrics, 
but how many encourage students to turn their 
practice piece into something fun ?  

For real beginners, I prefer to use 1 yard of a 
very busy print for the quilt top, and I choose a 
thread color that blends nicely. I then choose 1 
yard of a plain fabric for the backing, making 
sure the selected thread has high color 
contrast. Then, I load the layers upside down 
on the quilting machine. Load the busy print 
fabric first, as if it were the backing.  Then I add 
batting, and load the plain fabric on the top, as 
if it were the quilt top. When the plain fabric is 
on top, the high contrast thread color will make 
it easy for the students to see their quilting 
stitches while they work. 

This approach works very well, regardless of 
the quilting technique being taught. You could 
be teaching free motion designs, pantographs, 
stencils, templates or background fillers!  When 
the class is over, students have a 36” x 42” 

quilted piece that can be made into a tote bag 
or other project. 

Although they quilted it with the backing-side-
up, the project is made with the backing on the 
inside, and the printed fabric on the outside. 
Remember that I said I choose a thread color 
that blends with the print?  Well, that means 
that the mistakes won’t show on the outside! 

Here are a couple projects that can be 
completed using your quilted yardage:

The Two Hour Tulip Purse, 
from Anything but Boring, 
Designer Janice Pope. This 
is a cute purse that comes in 
a variety of sizes. I bet the 
largest size might even 
make a great project bag –
maybe to hold the skeins of 
yarn for your current knitting 
project!
Checker Item ABB07084

Accessory Case, from 
Indygo Junction, 
Designer Kimie 
Leavitt. This too 
comes in a variety of 
sizes and although 
cosmetics are shown 
on the pattern, I think 
it would be great for 
holding sewing 
supplies! 
Checker Item IJK134 

What a crafty way of making the practice 
practically painless! 

Always “checking” for a better way to quilt!
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